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Let me begin with, I have 31 classes with over 600 students and am
loving every minute of teaching Spanish thus far. We use the
curriculum for three schools and although each grade level is a bit
different, each loves it. The upper grades are thriving, ask questions,
and attempt to build sentences with the vocabulary already
introduced. It's absolutely amazing! I love teaching your curriculum
and want you to know that it is working extremely well for both the
students and myself. Thank you for the opportunity to use this
amazing program!"
Mara McKnight, Family Resource Ministries, California

Thank you so much for offering this program. I can’t believe
how much my son has learned. He knows enough that we
can have mini-conversations at mealtimes with little
translation. What a rewarding and fun way to teach a skill
that is becoming increasingly important to making
connections in our world. San Diego Parent

®
The Spanish Program

Teachers & Students love

My second graders are blessed with a fun and exciting
Spanish curriculum to learn from! They cannot wait to
come to class and I am excited to teach the children. I
can't tell you how excited the parents are. You've created
a beautiful way of learning - I love the variety of activities
that will cater to different learning styles! Thank you.
Alicia Thorson, Heritage Christian School, Wisconsin

Featuring products created by
JULIA BURNIER

Sing ‘n Speak SpaniSh, inc.
San Diego, CA
Ph: 619-223-2508
FAX: 619-221-0362
e-mail: julia@singnspeak.com
www.singnspeak.com
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scope & sequence chart
The Sing ‘n Speak Spanish® curricula is extensive. It consists of eight
years of instruction for grades K – 8 or any subset of these grades. The
chart below illustrates how to incorporate this Spanish program into
your school. Follow the chart from a cell in the first row diagonally to the
bottom right to see how a child progresses from year to year. As an
example, the chart highlights the sequence for a Kindergartener all the
way through 8th grade.
NOTE: Year 1 Spanish is labeled as Year 1A, 1B, and 1C in the Scope & Sequence Chart.
Year 1A and 1B courses are taught with the Year 1 (K-5) curriculum, but we teach Year 1B
with higher level songs, activities, and a more advanced workbook. The lesson plans
suggest ways to lower or elevate the level of instruction to match the students’ abilities.
The Year 1C course is taught with the Year 1 (6-8) curriculum which has a parallel but
separate set of lessons and a workbook that are age appropriate and include about 25%
more vocabulary.

The Sing ‘n Speak Spanish® curricula is versatile. You can teach the
class once a week at a fast pace, pick and choose from the activities, and
complete the course in a school year. You can also stretch the program
by doing more of the activities, doing the workbook in class, adding
assessment, and adding cultural themes of your own. Years 6 & 7 are
based on a series of humorous skits (see a description under Support
Materials).

I am an American who grew up in the
rich, vivacious environment of Mexico City. I learned to love the songs of
Mexico and the beauty of a language that is spoken well. My first career was
as an Organic Chemist. I spent 14 years as a research chemist. In 1997, I
switched gears to pursue an alternate passion: the teaching of Spanish to
young students while they are at their linguistic best. I believe my unusual
background was instrumental in developing Sing ‘n Speak Spanish®, a
program unlike any other.
Speaking a foreign language is a critical skill in our multicultural world, and
learning it is so much fun if taught well. I want Spanish teachers to focus on
excellent teaching instead of laborious lesson preparation. I’m delighted to
present to you a highly interactive far-reaching program that is playful but that
has high educational goals. Every theme has a song to aid in the long-term
retention of vocabulary and grammar. Interactive puppetry delights the
younger students. Every lesson is unique with a variety of activities to make
each and every session enjoyable.
619-223-2508
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curriculum summary
The Sing 'n Speak Spanish® program is far-reaching, going beyond many
elementary and middle school curricula.
Years 1 and 2 introduce basic vocabulary and simple grammar on subjects
children relate to. Years 3, 4, and 5 review earlier vocabulary and introduce
new vocabulary and higher level grammar, with special focus on verbs and
conjugation.
The table below summarizes the topics covered in Year 1 - Year 5 and the
appropriate grade ranges for each. Sample lesson plans and worksheets can
be viewed on our website under Products / Teacher Packages.

PROgram FEATURES
* Full Scope & Sequence for K – 8th grades
* Proven – used successfully by hundreds of
teachers nationwide since 1998
* Complete & ready-to-use
* Organized & easy-to-follow
* Detailed lesson plans with a variety of activities
* Colorful, humorous visual aids
* Songs integrated into the Year 1 – 5 curricula
* Student workbooks and music CD/songbooks
* Games, stories
* Lots of humor

After completion of the Year 5 curriculum, Spanish learning continues with
courses emphasizing reading, writing, and conversation. Skinny Skits by Patti
Lozano and our Year 6 Manual and Workbook make up the Year 6
curriculum. Comedias Cortas by Patti Lozano and our Year 7 Manual and
Workbook make up the Year 7 curriculum. These serve to significantly
increase the students’ vocabulary while introducing or solidifying new verb
tenses such as the preterite, future, present perfect, conditional, and
imperfect. Learn more about these in the section on Support Materials.
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* Highly interactive
* TPR
* Puppetry

www.singnspeak.com
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teacher packages
Teacher Packages are available as either Deluxe Teacher Packages or
Economy Teacher Packages. They are identical except for one very
important difference:
In the Deluxe Teacher Package, the teaching aids are printed in color on high
quality card stock, laminated, professionally die cut, and organized by lesson
in labeled string envelopes. The entire package is provided to the customer
in a sturdy plastic tote.
In the Economy Teacher Package, the teaching aids are printed in color on
high quality card stock, but we leave the laminating and cutting to you. We
provide the entire package in a storage box.
The following pages describe the contents of each package. The lessons are
flexible and appropriate for the grade range shown in parentheses.
YEAR 1 (K – 5th grade) TEACHER PACKAGE:










Teacher Manual (31 Lessons)
Teaching Aids
86 Activity Cards (8 ½” x 11")
211 Flash Cards (5 ½ " x 8 ½ ")
452 Game Cards (4 ½” x 3 ½”)
Year 1A* Music CD (18 songs)/songbook
Music That Teaches Spanish by Patti Lozano
Year 1B* Music CD (20 songs)/songbook
Qué Feliz Estoy by Julia Burnier
Y1A Student Workbook (ORANGE / K- 2nd grades)
Y1B Student Workbook (YELLOW / 2nd – 5th grades)
Numbered Magnetic Pockets (30) (See Support Materials)
Bag of bingo chips

Deluxe Package: $695.00
Economy Package: $395.00
* NOTE: The songs on the Year 1B CD are at a higher level than those in the Year 1A CD - they
are perfect for older students or students who need to repeat Year 1 Spanish or who are not
ready for Year 2 Spanish.
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support materials
Skinny Skits by Patti Lozano is a delightful assortment
of 45 skits that reinforce conversational topics
through role-play. Together with our Year 6 Manual
& Student Workbook, these three products make up
the Year 6 curriculum.
Skinny Skits book (152 pages) $24.95
Year 6 Manual (44 lessons) $49.95
Year 6 Student Workbook (SALMON/168 pages) $19.95

__________________________________
Comedias Cortas by Patti Lozano is a delightful
assortment of 33 skits that reinforce conversational
topics through role-play. Together with our Year 7
Manual & Student Workbook, these three products
make up the Year 7 curriculum.
Comedias Cortas book (154 pages) $24.95
Year 7 Manual (33 lessons) $49.95
Year 7 Student Workbook (LT GREEN/170 pages) $19.95

___________________________________
Latin American Legends by Patti Lozano is a series of
10 entertaining stories /plays and songs from Latin
America. Together with our Student workbook, it works
as a supplement for students taking Year 6 or 7 Spanish.
Latin American Legends book/CD (154 pages) $31.95
Latin American Legend Workbook (95 pages) $13.95

____________________________________
The set of 30 Numbered Magnetic Pockets allows the teacher
to display game cards on a magnetic whiteboard
to play a variety of games - such as flyswatter,
silly sentence, or concentration games. They
are light, versatile, durable, and convenient to
carry from classroom to classroom. They are
included in the Y1 – Y5 Teacher Packages.
Magnetic Game Card Pockets (30) $45.00
www.singnspeak.com
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games

teacher packages

Translation Sensation® is a language drilling game for English or Spanish
learners where students laugh and learn as they make silly sentences. It is
easy to learn, challenging, and fun. This is a great way for students to learn
new vocabulary and structures and to reinforce the vocabulary and
structures they have already learned. The students will need some previous
exposure to the target language to play the game. Two to four players (or
teams) can play the game. There are three levels of play corresponding to
the vocabulary and structures taught in Years 1, 2, and 3 of the Sing ‘n Speak
Spanish program. Each game contains 180 or more double-sided playing
cards.

YEAR 1 (6th – 8th grade) TEACHER PACKAGE:









Teacher Manual (30 Lessons)
Teaching Aids
58 Activity Cards (8 ½” x 11")
242 Flash Cards (5 ½ " x 8 ½ ")
594 Game Cards (4 ½” x 3 ½”)
Music CD (20 songs)
Qué Feliz Estoy by Julia Burnier
Songbook (lyrics in English and Spanish)
Y1C Student Workbook (GOLD / 6th – 8th grades)
Numbered Magnetic Pockets (30) (See Support Materials)
Bag of bingo chips
Deluxe Package: $695.00
Economy Package: $395.00

Sample play:
YEAR 1 (6th – 8th grade) TEACHER PACKAGE XPACK*:





The games are appropriate for beginning to advanced language learners ages
7 to adult. The object of the game is to obtain the highest score by correctly
translating words or phrases from Spanish to English or English to Spanish to
form complete and often humorous sentences.

* This XPACK is perfect for teachers who already have the Year 1 (K – 5th
grade) Teacher Package. The teaching aids from the Year 1 (K – 5th
grade) Teacher Package, combined with those of the XPACK, result in a
complete set of teaching aids for the Year 1 curriculum for 6th to 8th
graders.
Deluxe Package: $295.00
Economy Package: $165.00

Translation Sensation Level 1 $24.95
Translation Sensation Level 2 $24.95
Translation Sensation Level 3 $24.95
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Teacher Manual (30 Lessons)
Teaching Aids
29 Activity Cards (8 ½” x 11")
68 Flash Cards (5 ½ " x 8 ½ ")
166 Game Cards (4 ½” x 3 ½”)
Y1C Student Workbook (GOLD/ 6th – 8th grades)

619-223-2508
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teacher packages
YEAR 2 (2nd – 8th grade) TEACHER PACKAGE:









Teacher Manual (29 lessons)
Teaching Aids
122 Activity Cards (8 ½” x 11")
146 Flash Cards (5 ½ " x 8 ½ ")
472 Game Cards (4 ½” x 3 ½”)
Music CD (14 songs)
More Music That Teaches Spanish by Patti Lozano
Songbook (lyrics in English and Spanish)
Student Workbook (BLUE)
Numbered Magnetic Pockets (30) (See Support Materials)
Bag of bingo chips

Storybooks
Childhood Adventures, Set 1 (in Spanish with English translations) are
six delightfully humorous, fully illustrated (B&W) stories that perfectly
complement the topics taught in the Year 1 Sing ‘n Speak Spanish
program. Any elementary Spanish teacher can also use them regardless
of curriculum. Children love the funny illustrations and are thrilled when
they understand a whole story in their newly developing language.
For Teachers or Parents, we have a 179 page
8 ½” x 11” spiral-bound book that includes all
six stories. Perfect for story time in the classroom
or at home. $29.95
For Students, we have a set of six separate
28-page storybooks (4 ¼” x 5 ½”). $24.95
Both products include an audio CD that narrates
the stories in Spanish and in English and have
English translations at the end.

Deluxe Package: $695.00
Economy Package: $395.00

NEW: Now available as read-along i-Books!!
1. La Clase de Español (The Spanish Class): children in a classroom have a
special and very unusual animal visitor who is quite hungry.
Topics: greetings, classroom items, numbers, and telling time.

YEAR 3 (3rd – 8th grade) TEACHER PACKAGE:









Teacher Manual (31 lessons)
Teaching Aids
101 Activity Sheets (8 1/2" x 11 1/2")
126 Flash Cards (5 1/2 " x 8 1/2 ")
568 Game Cards (4 1/2" x 3 1/2")
Music CD (15 songs)
Sing ‘n Learn Verbs in Spanish, Vol. 1 by Julia Burnier
Songbook (lyrics in English and Spanish)
Student Workbook (RED)
Numbered Magnetic Pockets (30) (See Support Materials)
Bag of bingo chips
Deluxe Package: $695.00
Economy Package: $395.00
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2. Anita, la Niña Bonita (Anita, the Pretty Girl): a young girl wishes she
were prettier and her fairy godmother grants all her wishes. She learns
she is just right the way she is. Topics: parts of the body and adjectives.
3. La Noche Larga (The Long Night): a boy has a rough night and ends up
being too tired to go to school. Topics: telling time, feelings, weather.
4. ¿Los Humanos son Amigables? (Are Humans Friendly?): an alien goes
to Earth to find out if humans are friendly. He has to dress up as a
human in order to find out. Topics: clothing, parts of the body.
5. ¿Qué Pasó con la Casa? (What Happened to the House?): out-ofcontrol pets make a huge mess while mom and dad are out at the
movies. Topics: items in the house, fruits.
6. La Siesta Peligrosa (The Dangerous Nap): a young boy encounters
many dangers when he escapes from his room during a nap. Topics:
items in the house, verbs in the 1st person present tense.
www.singnspeak.com
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puppets

teacher packages

There are numerous interactive humorous puppet skits in the Sing ‘n Speak
Spanish® program, especially in the Year 1 (K-5) curriculum.
Puppet skits bring laughter and fun into the classroom, leaving children with
a positive experience about the joy of learning a second language. They help
children overcome shyness and converse in Spanish with a new-found friend
who is often silly and also makes mistakes. The puppet skits are usually a
child's favorite part of the lesson and they always want more! Older
students love them too!
Our puppet package includes 11 adorable puppets and a dozen insect finger
puppets:

YEAR 4 (4th – 8th grade) TEACHER PACKAGE:









Teacher Manual (32 lessons)
Teaching Aids
42 Activity Sheets (8 1/2" x 11 1/2")
138 Flash Cards (5 1/2 " x 8 1/2 ")
690 Game Cards (4 1/2" x 3 1/2")
Music CD (11 songs)
Sing ‘n Learn Verbs in Spanish, Vol. 2 by Julia Burnier
Songbook (lyrics in English and Spanish)
Student Workbook (PURPLE)
Numbered Magnetic Pockets (30) (See Support Materials)
Bag of bingo chips
Deluxe Package: $695.00
Economy Package: $395.00

YEAR 5 (5th – 8th grade) TEACHER PACKAGE:









Teacher Manual (28 Lessons)
Teaching Aids
43 Activity Cards (8 ½” x 11")
66 Flash Cards (5 ½ " x 8 ½ ")
402 Game Cards (4 ½” x 3 ½”)
Music CD (15 songs)
Spanish Grammar Swings by Patti Lozano
Songbook (lyrics in English and Spanish)
Student Workbook (GREEN)
Numbered Magnetic Pockets (30) (See Support Materials)
Bag of bingo chips
Deluxe Package: $525.00
Economy Package: $325.00

Puppet Package $285.00
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student workbooks

student cd/songbooks

Student Workbooks tie in seamlessly with each lesson. Fun and varied
worksheets allow students to read and write what they have learned in
the classroom. It is such a relief for busy teachers when their students
have a bound workbook where all the assignments are in one place and
in order. You can view sample worksheets on our website under
Program Materials.
NOTE: All workbooks include the song lyrics in Spanish & English.
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The Music CDs and companion Songbooks (with lyrics in both Spanish
and English) help students retain the vocabulary and improve their
pronunciation as they listen, sing, and memorize the songs. Children sing
the catchy songs over and over again, giving them the repetition they
need for long-term retention of vocabulary.
NOTE: All songbooks have the lyrics in Spanish and English.

NOTE: Student Workbooks are under copyright and are not
reproducible.

Year 1A (K-2) ORANGE Workbook (93 pages)
Year 1B (2-5) YELLOW Workbook (90 pages)
Year 1C (6-8) GOLD Workbook (110 pages)
Year 2 BLUE Workbook (97 pages)
Year 3 RED Workbook (98 pages)
Year 4 PURPLE Workbook (106 pages)
Year 5 GREEN Workbook (93 pages)

The Sing ‘n Speak Spanish® program integrates songs into the entire
curriculum.

Year 1A CD/songbook
Year 1B CD/songbook
Year 2 CD/songbook
Year 3 CD/songbook
Year 4 CD/songbook
Year 5 CD/songbook

$13.95
$13.95
$13.95
$13.95
$13.95
$13.95
$13.95

(Music That Teaches Spanish)
(Qué Feliz Estoy)
(More Music That Teaches Spanish)
(Sing ‘n Learn Verbs in Spanish, Vol. 1)
(Sing ‘n Learn Verbs in Spanish, Vol. 2)
(Spanish Grammar Swings)

Individual CD’s (without the songbook)
Individual songbooks (without the CD)
619-223-2508
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$16.95
$16.95
$16.95
$16.95
$16.95
$16.95
$12.95
$ 4.00
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